Australian and New Zealand Film

6  Shortcuts  Tina Kaufman
10  The Impossible Dream: Hunt Angels  Ina Bertrand
14  Double Trouble: Like Minds  Rjurik Davidson
18  Macabre Myths and Psychological Puzzles: Gregory Read on Like Minds  Rjurik Davidson
22  The Maternal Monster in Suburban Mayhem  D. Bruno Stans
26  Struggle No More: An Interview with Costa Botes  Stan Jones

Exhibition

32  The Shock of the Old: Eyes, Lies and Illusions  Matthew Clayfield

Documentaries

36  Stranded in the War on (T)Error: The Road to Guantanamo  Boris Tadic
42  The Prophet Margin: Andrew Denton’s God on My Side  Cynthia Karena
46  Storm Warning: An Inconvenient Truth  Dave Hoskin

Focus on Asia

48  Razzle and Dazzle: The Pusan International Film Festival 2006  Mike Walsh
54  Winds of Asia: The Joys and Disappointments of the Tokyo International Film Festival  Mike Walsh
60  Enjoying the Moment: Kim Ji-woon on A Bittersweet Life  James Brown

Scribes on Screen

64  Jonathan Romney  Richard Armstrong

Special Feature: Architecture in Film and Media

68  Editorial: Cinescapes Down Under
68  Filming Melbourne’s Iconic Architecture  Tamara Jungwirth and Amber Wallis
72  An Unusual Nexus: Sally Ingleton Discusses her Documentary Subject John Gollings, Architectural Photographer  Myles McMullen
80  Rash: Street Art and Social Dialogue  Nicholas Hansen
84  The Vision Not So Splendid: The Representation of Sydney Harbour in Film  Bruce Andrews

TV and Radio

90  England’s Dreaming (and Laughing): The British TV Comedy Experience … and What Australia Can Learn From It  Tim Bosanquet
98  Every Day is Saturday and Sunny: Production stories from Blue Water High  Hunter Corday
106  Sound and Vision: The Boom in Community Radio  Jim Beatson
Communication + Media

Further your career opportunities with Australia’s leading provider of distance education.

Deakin University’s graduates are valued for their creative expertise, research and communication skills.

Postgraduate programmes are available in:
> Professional Writing
> Journalism
> Children’s Literature
> Media and Communication
> Public Relations
> Literary Studies

Key Features:
> Flexible courses that you can complete at your own pace, on or off campus
> High quality study material, library services and telephone support
> Access to a staff of committed professionals, who are leaders in their field
> Advance standing for relevant prior studies or related experience

Applications for Summer Semester and Semester 1, 2007 are now open!

Contact us for a free information pack:
Phone 03 9244 4333 or email enquire@deakin.edu.au

www.deakin.edu.au/arts/postgrad

The difference is Deakin University.